Which is the best design? Which is the best design?
Refer to: (ASME DETC2007-34684)
Guided Pareto Sampling Guided Pareto Sampling
• Guided Pareto Sampler allows users to:
Select specific points within any data visualization window and use them to seed the initial generation for Pareto search "Guide" Pareto search algorithms to regions of interest using Attractor icons Start, pause, and stop the search at any time to change initial generation, guided search direction, modify formulation, etc. Note: Simulation models can be linked to ATSV via the Exploration Engine if they are in Excel or any language that is executable in batch mode (e.g., Java, Matlab, C, C++)
Aircraft Wing Sizing Problem Aircraft Wing Sizing Problem
Note: Simulation models can be linked to ATSV via the Exploration Engine if they are in Excel or any language that is executable in batch mode (e.g., Java, Matlab, C, C++)
Problem Test Suite Problem Test Suite
• In order to test algorithmic developments and perform experimental user studies, we have created a suite a test problems that vary in size, complexity, etc.
• Problems are representative of conceptual design of complex engineered systems in the four domains Minimize: ROI Subject to: volume, stress, and vibration constraints + bounds: 0.01 < L n < 5.0 0.25 < t2 n < 2.0 0.50 < R n < 2.0 0.25 < t3 n < 2.0 0.25 < t1 n < 2.0 0.10 < h/R n < 5.0
Distributed Collaborative Design Experiments Distributed Collaborative Design Experiments
• Problem divided into:
System engineer Cost engineer Structural engineer Aerodynamic engineer
• Each user steers own portion of the model
Colors indicate the designs they explored Gray means infeasible
